2001 kawasaki klr 250
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owners. Technical specifications are subject to change without notice. This web uses cookies.
About Bikez. Advertise products. Contact Bikez. Privacy policy. Motorcycle catalogue and
Motorcycle classifieds. Submit a photo of the Kawasaki KLR Discuss this bike Rate this
motorbike This bike's rating Write a review Sell this motorcycle Such bikes for sale Insurance
quotes Finance options Tip a friend List related bikes. Compare with any other bike.
Displacement :. Compression :. Bore x stroke :. Valves per cylinder:. Wheelbase :. Compare US
insurance quotes from the nation's top providers. Compare US motorcycle loan quotes from the
nation's top providers. Ships to most countries. Also check out our overview of motorcycle
webshops at Bikez. Dirt-bike parts and gear available from Mega Motor Madness. List related
bikes for comparison of specs. Buying a bike starts at Bikez Get a list of related motorbikes
before you buy this Kawasaki. Inspect technical data. Look at photos. Read the riders'
comments at the bike's discussion group. And check out the bike's reliability, repair costs, etc.
You can also sign up for e-mail notification when such bikes are advertised in the future. And
advertise your old MC for sale. Our efficient ads are free. You are also welcome to read and
submit motorcycle reviews. Rating sample for this Kawasaki bike. Value for money for the
Kawasaki KLR You can also compare bikes. Kawasaki's KLR is a fun, economical, long-lasting
and undemanding dual purpose machine. The Kawasaki KLR was never intended as an enduro
machine and its limitations are obvious off and on road. Avoid pillions. By-and-large the
Kawasaki KLR is well made and intrinsically robust. Kawasaki KLR's will have had hard lives.
But they are hardy wee beasties and should give plenty of riding pleasure. Find a Kawasaki KLR
for sale. Read what they have to say and what they like and dislike about the bike below. I use
my KLR primarily as a street motorcycle. Pays for itself with savings from fuel cost. Very happy
with the 23hp this model produces. Im a bigger guy and it cruises just fine with me at I have
never opened it up to see how fast it will go. Keep the oil and filter fresh, and keep the chain
clean and lubed. There needs to be more aftermarket options for this bike. Buying experience:
Payed cash to a local EBay seller. Comfortable bike, decent power for a , great dual sport
excellent on and off road. A little top heavy is the main chink in the KLR's armour. Very
comfortable bike, you'd be surprised how good it really is. I do think the brakes could be a little
beefier though. Engine performs well, always could use more power, but for an 87' it is really
good! I also like to give it some carb cleaning and valve adjustment but that doesn't cost me
anything. The tool bag on it is junk. This is an all business machine. I have only ridden my KLR I
do not know how representative of KLR 's my one is. I downsized from the big bikes for better
mpg. However I did not want to go 2 stroke again because I was sick of my clothes stinking of 2
stroke oil after 2 hours in the saddle. So the KLR I thought was the way to go. The article is not
accurate. I am writing this 27th July , a previous poster says mistakes in the article have been
rectified There are mistakes. The engine well my one which is old so I do not know how
"normal" it is.. It is not happy and balanced before the indicated. The absolute max rpm
achieved on my one between gear shifts is 8,rpm indicated. At this rpm it really is rough. So
why do Kawasaki redline it much higher than this? Maximum rpm not blipping between gears
seems to be rpm and maybe just up to rpm downhill if you are lucky. I think my one is not the
best and tired. I like the totally accurately recorded Mixture of riding across Dartmoor on the
roads , A roads, and town centres proper touring. With sections of flat out dual carriageway this
was reduced to Figures are imperial UK gallons Plus points Although I do triathlon training, and
after all day training, kicking it then is the only time I have found it laboured. I find comfort
reasonable. I have been in the saddle for 10 hours sometimes with stops for fuel and
sandwiches. It does feel more comfortable than my KMX's to be in the saddle for long periods.
Good analogue dials. Bad points:- Too low geared in top gear or needs more gears. It does not
rev and on my one is too easy to sit at max rpm in top gear. Even on country lanes I often want
another gear or two more than what I have. Does not rev to my satisfaction. Really on mine feels
the optimal sustained limit. Although I have sat at rpm for sustained periods, but that does not
feel "sweet". Sometimes indicator switch needs to be triple check its turned off, as sometimes
hard to centralise on mine. Brakes could be sharper. Hence I went for this having owned 's
before. However now I want to check out the Suzuki DR maybe as an "in between" that may
have what I want. The lack of top end rpm and the need of additional top gears are the reasons
why my rating is 3 stars across the board. If it revved and had more gears it would have ticked
all my boxes. Summary good comfortable run about for short trips only. Great mpg. Needs to
rev and have more gears though. Had one of these years ago. Because its a single there's a
reasonable amount of power at low revs but there isn't much point in revving it out. Somebikes
have had problems with cams pitting due to restricted oil flow to the head. If used at high revs
for sustained periods of times it can burn oil and the end can is prone to rusting. It wheelies and
stoppies fairly well and the bikes light so it can be thrown about easily. On the road the bikes ok

but the lack of power makes overtaking at anything other than lower speeds a long winded
effort. Handling is fairly good but the 21" front wheel limits decent road bias tyre choice. Its got
adequate power for green laning and this is probably its niche. For those not wanting to bomb
around it's a good choice and fuel economy is very imrpessive. Owners' rating 3. Specs
Owners' reviews Bikes for sale For sale. View 11 images. Warranty term Two year unlimited
mileage. Model history Kawasaki KLR introduced and ran virtually unchanged except for
cosmetics for 17 years. Other versions None. Love the KLR ! Engine 5 out of 5 Very happy with
the 23hp this model produces. Value vs rivals 5 out of 5 Keep the oil and filter fresh, and keep
the chain clean and lubed. Equipment 4 out of 5 There needs to be more aftermarket options for
this bike. Engine 4 out of 5 Engine performs well, always could use more power, but for an 87' it
is really good! Equipment 3 out of 5 The tool bag on it is junk. Engine 3 out of 5. Value vs rivals
3 out of 5. Equipment 3 out of 5. Engine 2 out of 5. Value vs rivals 4 out of 5. Kawasaki KLR
motorcycle review - Side view. Tall Summary of owners' reviews. Back to Kawasaki Motorcycle
Index Page. Click photo to enlarge. It makes a great desktop image. The Kawasaki KLR
dual-purpose motorcycle goes just about anywhere. Its excellent comfort and performance
make it an ideal mount for riding on city streets, while long travel suspension and high ground
clearance allows it to continue when the pavement ends for exploring those paths less traveled.
The KLR has semi-double cradle frame, detachable aluminum rear sub-frame, Bottom-Link
Uni-Trak rear suspension, adjustable preload and 4-way reboiund damping rear shock,
automatic cam chain tensioner and silent cam chain. It also has double engine balancers,
aluminum skid plate, universal tires and handlebar-mounted choke. The Kawasaki KLR
dual-purpose motorcycle is designed to carry its passengers on any motorcycle excursion, on
or off the highway. Its comfort and performance are excellent for riding on city streets, while
long travel suspension and high ground clearance allow it to continue when the pavement ends
for exploring paths less traveled. Powering this do-it-all motorcycle is a four-stroke,
single-cylinder engine with dual overhead cams operating four valves for optimum
performance. Double engine counterbalancers keep the powerplant running smoothly from idle
to redline and an automatic cam chain tensioner keeps engine cam timing spot-on without
maintenance. The engine is liquid cooled to maintain a consistent operating temperature for
fade-free power and increased engine life. The cooling system also has an auxiliary fan that is
automatically activated should coolant temperature rise in strenuous situations. A detachable
light-weight aluminum rear sub-frame simplifies maintenance by providing access to the airbox,
carburetor and rear shock. A skid plate is mounted at the bottom of the frame to protect the
engine. To absorb the bumps for off-road riding, the KLR has more than nine inches of wheel
travel at both ends. Helping to maintain good traction on pavement or dirt roads, the KLR has
universal tires, while a single front disc brake and rear drum brake help to ensure smooth,
powerful stops. With off-road prowess and a powerful engine, the Kawasaki KLR gives
dual-purpose enthusiasts the freedom to choose where they want to ride. Made of hi-tech,
round section high tensile steel, the same strong yet light-weight metal used in our world-class
motocross bikes. Helps keep weight to a minimum and simplifies maintenance by providing
better access to the rear shock, air box and carb. Kawasaki has the answer with do-it-all
dual-purpose bikes that come packed with exclusive features for you to explore new heights of
on- and off-highway riding and exploration. The KE is one of the most enduring and best selling
models offered from Kawasaki. Its rugged two-stroke engine is perfect for simple around town
transportation or doing a little off-highway adventuring. Not only is it built to tackle a wide range
of terrain, but it is engineered to appeal to a broad spectrum of riders. Or the KLR It takes you
wherever, whenever in smooth, torquey comfort. And with its huge 6. So make your own world
perfect. Bore x Stroke 74 x 58 mm. Compression Ratio Specifications are subject to change
without notice, in accordance with national regulation and legislations. You must be logged in
to post a comment. News Ticker. About Michael Le Pard Articles. Owner and Founder of Total
Motorcycle. Supporting over Motorcyclists and Motorcycling for 21 great years. Total
Motorcycle is my pride and joy and being able to reach out million people has been incredible
but I could not have done it without the support of my visitors, readers and members, thank you
so much! You are making a difference to millions of riders worldwide. Thank you. Previous
Honda Nighthawk Be the first to comment Leave a Reply Cancel reply You must be logged in to
post a comment. Best of all, a dual-purpose bike gives the rider the ability to simply ride from
the garage to explore quiet dirt roads and out-of-the-way places, which is why the Kawasaki
KLR is so much fun. The KLR is powered by a four-stroke, single-cylinder liquid-cooled engine
with dual overhead cams operating four valves for superior performance. Double engine
counterbalancers keep the powerplant running smooth from idle to redline, and an automatic
cam chain tensioner helps maintain more precise cam timing without maintenance. The frame
for the KLR is made of the same high-tech, high-tensile steel used in Kawasaki's world-class KX
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chable, lightweight aluminum rear subframe simplifies maintenance by providing access to the
airbox, carburetor and rear shock. The latter features adjustable spring preload and rebound
damping. Helping to maintain good traction on pavement or dirt roads, the KLR's wheels are
shod with universal tires, while a single front disc brake and rear drum brake help to ensure
smooth, powerful stops. Capacitor Discharge Ignition with Electronic Advance. Home
Manufacturer Contact. Kawasaki KLR Make Model. Four stroke single cylinder, DOHC, 4 valve.
Bore x Stroke. Cooling System. Liquid cooled. Compression Ratio. Keihin CVK34 carburetor.
Spark Plug. Max Power. Max Power Rear Tyre. Max Torque. Final Drive. Gear Ratio. Front
Suspension. Air-adjustable leading-axle fork. Front Wheel Travel. Rear Suspension. Uni-Trak
single shock with adjustable preload and 4-way rebound damping. Rear Wheel Travel. Front
Brakes. Rear Brakes. Front Tyre. Rear Tyre. Seat Height. Dry Weight. Fuel Capacity. Related
Link.

